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About Us 
The Ultimate Solution Partnership (tusp) is an international consultancy 

founded and based on real-world experience, exceptional people, a 

commitment to outstanding service and entrepreneurial spirit.

“Creating 21st-century solutions, supporting clients and enabling growth”

Asset Protection and Optimisation (ASPPRO)

ASPRO Services
The transportation industry is a world of unprecedented complexity

and opportunity, the tusp ASPRO service has been developed over a

significant number of years within the global rail market, our team are

continually looking to find new ways of delivering innovation across the

planning and subsequent delivery processes.

tusp is continually seeking better ways of working as we collaborate with

clients and asset owners to help them solve their complex industry issues

to ensure that planned activities adjacent or on the infrastructure are

initially developed and planned to be completed safely and securely.

It is important to balance the management of these projects, taking into

consideration the expectations of the external parties whilst at the same

time ensuring that the assets of the railway are considered, controlled

and adequately managed.

tusp understands the risks involved in working in the railway industry

and can help navigate through these risks and hazards by providing

experienced ASPRO consultants to deliver work safely and securely.

Our service offering will ensure the provision of the support and

guidance that needs consideration when approaching complex projects

and ensures that the correct measures are in place to mitigate any risks

identified.

By integrating asset protection with project delivery skills, tusp will

deliver an asset protection service that will enable complex projects to

gain approval to proceed, through demonstration of control measures

right from the initial development proposal stages through to final

construction and commissioning.

tusp have provided asset protection services on some of the UK’s most

complex and heavily used railway infrastructure, giving confidence to the

asset owners that interfacing works are being controlled and protected

during the planning and subsequent mobilisation and undertaking of

construction activity. Many projects have been ground breaking and

involved strict adherence to compliance and legislation during the

delivery of highly complex engineering processes.
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